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The mystery that attracts Howard Mansfield's attention is that some houses have lifeare home,
are dwellings, and others aren't. Dwelling, he says, is an old-fashioned word that we've
misplaced.When we live heart and soul, we dwell. When we belong to a place, we dwell.
Possession, they say, is nine-tenths of the law, but it is also what too many houses and towns
lack. We are not possessed by our home places. This lost quality of dwellingthe soul of
buildingshaunts most of our houses and our landscape.Dwelling in Possibility is a search for the
ordinary qualities that make some houses a home, and some public places welcoming.Table of
ContentsIntroduction: House HuntingDwelling in the OrdinaryPages From an Ice Storm
JournalThe Age of ClutterFinding Heaven in the Most Hated House on the BlockThe Perilous
Career of a FootpathDwelling in Destruction The Hut on FireKeep the Home Fires BurningThe
Storm After The StormDwelling in PossibilityCounting HousesShedsThe Beginner's Book of
DwellingBibliographyAcknowledgments

"This is such a good book! I've seen many while trying to create homes for prospects, but not
one as detailed and user-friendly as "Designing Your Perfect House". Hirsch certainly is
providing a guide for creating a house that becomes a home." Irene Watson, Readerviews.com"
Color photos and drawings profusely illustrate Hirsch's major points. " Designing Your Perfect
House: Lessons from an Architect" is not just another "How to" or "do it yourself" manual. It is an
informed and informative guide through the whole process of taking your concepts and dreams
and making them into a lovable, livable, home." " Recommended for anyone wishing to design
their dream home." Midwest Book Review, Oregon, WI" We have been building custom homes
for over thirty years, and this is the first time we have seen the design process so thoroughly
explained and easily understood for prospective home owners (as well as builders). Bill Hirsch's
liberal use of illustrations, check lists and photgraphs aid in refining the reader's ideas and
organizing the design process." July Malloy, Brightleaft Development Co, LLC" The decision to
build a new home can be daunting for an amateur. Architect Hirsch takes one through the
process form idea to completion. Drawing many examples from his own practice, he explains
the process and philosophy of residential design as seen from a professional's view and
discusses what to consider when creating one's dream home. Recommended" Library
JournalFrom the AuthorAs an architect, my job is not to impose a vision of what a house should
be, instead, the architect is there to realize the client's unique vision. The consumer needs an
advocate in the creative and building process, and the architect's role is to advocate the
customer's desires and balance those with the realities of time, money, and energy. I hope that
when you read this book, it will help you with the complex issues involved with residential design
and construction. If you are remodeling, or just have an interest in home design, I expect that



you will be able to find things of interest as well. Please let me know what you think!From the
Inside FlapDesigning Your Perfect HouseA series of twelve "lessons" from a master architect,
this book will show you how to move from wonderful concepts to a finished dream home. It
begins with an exploration of the philosophy of design, the grammar of architecture, the creation
of space, and discussions of how to make spaces be appropriate and gratifying for the people
living in them. Subsequent discussions address such issues as symmetry and composition,
flow, light, zoning and orientation. The final sections follow the process through site analysis
and selection, programming, schematic design, style, room relationships, controlling the budget,
and methods of contracting for the construction. Throughout, color photos and drawings
illustrate the book's major points.If you are considering a custom home, then
Designing Your Perfect House: Lessons from an Architect will be an invaluable tool for helping
you to think through and participate in the whole design and building process. It will ensure that
your expectations are realistic and that you understand how to work with an architect to achieve
your perfect home.From the Back CoverThis book is for people who care enough to create a
house that is uniquely their own.YOUR ARCHITECT IN A BOOKIf you've ever considered
building your dream home or redesigning your current home, here is a step-by-step guidebook
that will take you through the design process. Designing Your Perfect House: Lessons from an
Architect teaches you how to plan and create an ideal home, the methodology of the design,
and how to get everything right.LEARN HOW TO: Gain control of the design and building
processChoose a perfect site for your houseAvoid costly mistakesDesign not just a house, but a
homeBudget in a realistic manner and control that budgetKnow the right questions to ask and
what to expectHirsch's philosophy is that there is no such thing as the perfect house, there is
only YOUR perfect house. With the right information and guidance, you can achieve that dream.
The experience of home design, remodeling and construction should be controllable, gratifying
and enjoyable. Designing Your Perfect Houseempowers you with the knowledge you need to
guarantee it will be.About the AuthorRegistered Architect with over thirty five years of experience
designing hundreds of homes in many states, including North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Connecticut and Hawaii.Past President of the Delaware Society of Architects.Member
of the American Institute of Architects.NCARB certified.Holds a Master of Architecture degree
from the University of Virginia.Read more
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WDX2BB, “Nicely done, as usual. I really should read more of Howard Mansfield's writing. It
would do me good."Dwelling in Possibility" is only the second book by Mansfield that I've read
(he has several others), but it's another winner. His last effort was "Turn and Jump," which was
excellent, and this follows that pattern.Mansfield likes little corners of lives and give a nice,
leisurely examination of them. In this case, he starts with the word "dwelling," which has a
different feel than "house" or "home."Like "Turn and Jump," this is a series of loosely connected
essays on the subject of dwelling. It might be the only place where you'll read about ice storms in
New Hampshire and bombings of German cities, all within two covers. The ice storm in question
opens the book nicely, as Mansfield points out how it doesn't take much to cut off our electricity
and turn our homes into something resembling the way people did in the 1700s - concerned with
the basics such as staying warm and finding food a day at a time.From there we sail into what's
in our houses, the footpaths that connect them (a classic New England small town discussion)
before getting to the World War II stuff. While I was vaguely aware of the bombing of German
and Japanese cities in an effort to set them on fire, Mansfield's research reveals this to be quite
interesting - full of moral trap doors.A chapter on Katrina's damage to the Gulf Coast also shows
Mansfield at good form, going along for the ride as he watches that region rebuild months and
months after the hurricane struck. And a chapter about the author's time as a census taker is
quite charming.If you are wondering about why four stars and not five, a couple of sections
weren't quite as fascinating. The second half of the World War II chapter takes on an academic
and philosophic side that was a little deeper and less interesting to me (important distinction). An
essay on the various types of sheds also didn't grab me - perhaps because I haven't spent
enough time in rural New England. I have the feeling that my reaction is more my fault than
Mansfield's.No big deal. This book has gotten a lot of good reviews, here and elsewhere, and I
can certainly understand why. Most of us don't have the time to sit back and reflect on what's
going on around us; we're too busy running our lives, or so we think. I appreciate the way
Mansfield forces me to think about those things usually found in the recesses of the day's
thoughts.”

Running Late, “Thoughtful consideration of home & dwelling. This is a keen reflection on what it
means to dwell. As a new homeowner, a slightly overwhelmed new homeowner (renovations,
landscaping, and decorating, oh my!), it was a pleasure to read something philosophic rather
than applied/how to. I was surprised by the section Dweliing in Destruction, it's a reminder of
how fragile life can be. I enjoyed Dwelling in Possibility, reading it was like having a conversation
with the author, and when I finished, I wished there was a part 2!”

Margaret Beauchemin, “gave as gift. Sorry can not review this. I had given it away as a gift. It had
been recommended to me as something my friend might like”



SS, “Great book. I love Howard Mansfield's writing and the .... Great book. I love Howard
Mansfield's writing and the oeuvre in which he works.I wish superb writing like this was read by
more people.”

The book by Howard Mansfield has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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